Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) is a local modelling technique to estimate regression models with spatially varying relationships. Generally, the Euclidean distance is the default metric for calibrating a GWR model in previous research and applications; however, it may not always be the most reasonable choice due to a partition by some natural or man-made features. Thus, we attempt to use a non-Euclidean distance metric in GWR. In this study, a GWR model is established to explore spatially varying relationships between house price and floor area with sampled house prices in London. To calibrate this GWR model, network distance is adopted. Compared with the other results from calibrations with Euclidean distance or adaptive kernels, the output using network distance with a fixed kernel makes a significant improvement, and the river Thames has a clear cut-off effect on the parameter estimations.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the application and development of local forms of spatial analysis methods that produce local and mappable results instead of one-size-fits-all results from traditional global methods [1, 2] . Among these techniques, Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) [3, 4] is proposed as a kind of local technique to estimate regression models with spatially varying relationships. This technique has been applied broadly in economics [5] [6] [7] [8] , sociology [9] [10] [11] , urban and regional analysis [12] [13] [14] [15] , ecology and environment [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , etc. All these applications indicate that GWR is reliable and preferable for exploring the spatial heterogeneity in processes. In a way coinciding with Tobler's first law of geography [21] , GWR makes a point-wise calibration around each regression point using a 'bump of influence': around each regression point nearer observations have more influence in estimating the local set of parameters than observations farther away [4] . This principle makes the distance measurement to be an essential element in the calibration of a GWR model. Until now, the Euclidean distance (ED) (straight line distance) has generally been adopted as the default for GWR applications. However, it is reasonable to ask: is the ED always the best choice for calibrating a GWR model?
The degree of connectedness between two places may not be optimally represented by a straight line. For example, an area might be divided by a river or buildings and connected internally by bridges or roads; surface distance would be more reasonable in a mountainous area. This inapplicability of ED is highlighted especially in human activities related studies. Actually the notion of distance metric (also termed as proximity) is a fundamental concept in any comprehensive ontology of space [22] , and it has become an important part concerned in applying spatial techniques. In Geostatistics, non-Euclidean distances are suggested in previous studies according to their spatial features [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this paper, we are working with a London house price dataset, and the connectivity between houses will be calculated using network distance.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the basic methodology of GWR. Afterward, the sampled house price data are reviewed and a GWR model to explore the spatially varying relationship between house price and floor area is introduced, and this model is calibrated using ED and ND respectively with fixed and adaptive kernels. Finally, conclusions are summarized and future work is outlined.
GWR methodology
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) evolved from traditional linear regression methods by permitting the relationships between variables to vary spatially. A basic GWR model for each regression point could be written as:
where i y is the dependent variable at location i, ik x is the value of the kth explanatory variable at location For a GWR model, a point-wise calibration is made for each regression location independently. In this process weighted least squares is used, and the matrix calculation for the estimated regression coefficients could be expressed as:
where X is the matrix of the explanatory variables with a column of 1s for the intercept, y is the vector of the dependent variables, ( )
is the vector of n+1 local regression coefficients, ( )
W u v is the diagonal matrix denoting the geographical weighting of each observed data for regression point i.
Here, the weighting scheme ( )
is based on the proximity of regression point i to the data points around i, and calculated from a kernel function. In practice, a common continuous choice is the Gaussian kernel function: 
where d ij is the distance between regression point i and data point j, b is the distance threshold, also known as bandwidth. This is the key to apply a different distance metric and the simplest way is to substitute the d ij in accordance with a kind of distance metric. In the meanwhile, a proper bandwidth b should also be selected based on the applying distance metric.
Data and GWR modelling
In this paper we use house price data for a sample of 372 properties sold within London during 2001. The study area is divided by the river Thames and this makes the ND measurements significantly different from ED, which is affected by the density of bridges along the river. The road network data used here is downloaded from OpenStreetMap [27] . A preview of used data is shown in figure 1(a) .
As for house price data, a common quantity will be the average price per square meter (£/m 2 ) of a property. In this sense, we propose a regression model between the price and floor area, and its GWR expression could be written as:
where P i is the sold price of a property in pound; FLRAREA is the floor area of the house in square meter. In order to facilitate the analysis of results, the locations of sampled houses are also used as regression points. The first problem is how to calculate the network distances between regression points and observation points. In previous research, the ND between two points always refers to length of the shortest path between them on a given network. However, the sampled points are not always on a network, especially in this study (seen in figure 1 ). The usual way to overcome this is to find the nearest point or node on the network for substituting them. Consequently, on the context of locating each point with the nearest point, the ND between a pair of points consists of two parts: the length of shortest path between corresponding nearest points; the ED between them and their nearest points. As illustrated in figure 1 , the nearest point corresponding to each house is located, and the ND could be computed following the method.
We calibrate the above model in five different ways: solve it as an ordinary least square (OLS) model; treat it as a GWR model and do the calibrations using ED and ND respectively with fixed and adaptive spatial kernels. As for the bandwidth for each GWR calibration, the cross validation (CV) approach [28] is employed for their selections. As shown by the diagnostic information in table 1, above all the GWR approaches make a much better performance than OLS; moreover, there is a significant improvement when the calibration is done with a fixed kernel and ND according to the smallest AIC value and largest Adjusted R square value, although the values are slightly smaller across all four GWR results. Figure 2 Maps of parameter β1 estimation using ND and ED in fixed kernels Figure 3 Residual map between parameter β1 estimation with ND and the one with ED For a detailed comparison, we produce two maps of the parameter estimates using ND and ED with fixed kernels, shown in figure 2. In general, they are similar with each other and the estimates have almost the same spatial pattern in this study area. However, the result from ED seems smoother than the one from ND, in which there are many prominent spots. As shown in figure 3 , we also produce a residual map by subtracting figure 2(b) from figure 2(a). This map shows that the change of estimations occurs in many blocks, which are immediately related with the road density in that area. Simultaneously the expected cut-off effect of the river Thames is clearly displayed, as almost half of significant estimation changes have taken place along it, especially within Fulham.
Conclusion and future work
This paper has used ND in calibrating a GWR model, and the results confirmed the feasibility of improving the performance of GWR via using ND instead of ED. The appearance of cut-off effect also indicates that the reachability distances between houses have a significant impact on the parameter estimation. However, the improvement in this case study is not huge, especially from the aspect of adjusted R square values. This may be due to the complexity of roads. In this case, we arbitrarily weighted the road segments with their physical length no matter what type they are, and calculated the ND on this basis. Using the classification of roads or even the calculation of travel time might be better choices for this application.
Actually, the distance metric is somehow depended on a particular feature attribute. As a result, a different distance metric could be specified for each parameter in a multiple GWR model according to their properties. This forms an interesting future challenge.
